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Recent numerical investigations [K. Pa´l and T. Ve´rtesi, Phys. Rev. A 82, 022116 (2010)] suggest that the I3322
inequality, arguably the simplest extremal Bell inequality after the CHSH inequality, has a very rich structure in
terms of the entangled states and measurements that maximally violate it. Here we show that for this inequality the
maximally entangled state of any dimension achieves the same violation than just a single EPR pair. In contrast,
stronger violations can be achieved using higher dimensional states which are less entangled. This shows that
the maximally entangled state is not the most nonlocal resource, even when one restricts attention to the most
simple extremal Bell inequalities.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Entanglement is a powerful resource, facilitating com-
putation, communication, or more generally any nonlocal
task. Like all resources it is useful to be able to measure
it so that entangled states could be ranked according to
their usefulness for a given task. A very natural measure
for the entanglement of any bipartite state |〉 ∈ HA ⊗HB
is the entropy of entanglement E() = S(ρA) [1], where
S(ρA) = −Tr(ρA ln ρA) is the von Neumann entropy and
ρA = trB(|〉〈|) is the reduced density operator of |〉 on
one of the two subsystems. In any dimension d this measure
is maximized by the maximally entangled state
|d〉 = 1√
d
d∑
j=1
|j 〉|j 〉. (1)
Since |d〉 exhibits the largest amount of entanglement, it
would be natural to guess that it would indeed be the most
useful state for any nonlocal task. This belief is reinforced by
the fact that this state has proven extremely useful for many
quantum information problems (e.g., [2–4]), and is by itself
a sufficient resource for the creation of any other nonlocal
state as soon as one allows local operations and classical
communication (LOCC) [2]. Moreover, it is known that any
shared pure state |〉 violates a Bell inequality if and only if it
is entangled [5,6], suggesting that the amount of entanglement
may play a central role in quantifying the strength of nonlocal
correlations.
For a long time it was implicitly assumed that |d〉
is the most useful state with respect to violation of Bell
inequalities [7]. The first doubts cast on this conjecture
stem from a result by Eberhard [8] who showed that when
it comes to closing the detection efficiency loophole less
entangled states can be more useful. More recently, such
doubts were confounded by the surprising fact that, at least
in small dimensions in which numerical experiments can be
conducted, there are inequalities for which the maximally
entangled state does not give the maximum violation. More
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specifically, for every dimension d there is a Bell inequality
{such as the Collins-Gisin-Linden-Massar-Popescu (CGLMP)
inequality [9]} which in that dimension is maximally violated
by a state different from the maximally entangled state, a state
with lower entanglement [10–12]. Conversely, it is sometimes
necessary to use a larger amount of certain maximally nonlocal
resources in order to simulate all possible correlations coming
from some less entangled state, compared to what is necessary
to simulate those coming from the maximally entangled state
[13]. This has prompted the realization that nonlocality might
be a resource of a different nature than entanglement, and
many other examples have been discovered in the realm of
Bell inequalities and quantum cryptography (see [14] for a
survey), as well as quantum information theory [15,16]. In
a recent breakthrough, Junge and Palazuelos [17] showed
using tools employed in the study of operator algebras and
a probabilistic argument that there exists a family of Bell
inequalities for which the maximally entangled state of any
dimension can only lead to arbitrarily weaker violations than
optimal. However, these Bell inequalities are very large and
nonexplicit.
A. The I3322 inequality
The only extremal1 Bell inequality with two settings and
two outcomes per site is the CHSH inequality, for which it is
known that achieving violations close to optimal requires the
use of a state arbitrarily close to an EPR pair [18]; optimal
measurements are also well understood [19].
In general, the nonlocal properties of Bell inequalities with
two settings and two outcomes per site are reasonably well
understood. In that case it is known that we may without
loss of generality restrict our attention to entangled states
with local dimension 2 only [20,21], as they are sufficient
to reproduce all possible correlations. As a consequence,
those inequalities lend themselves to extensive numerical and
analytical investigations.
1The CHSH inequality is extremal in the sense that violation (by a
certain state) of any two-setting inequality implies the same state also
violates CHSH.
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In contrast, as soon as one considers inequalities with
more than two settings per site, the minimal local dimension
required to achieve optimal violation is not known. In fact,
recent extensive numerical investigations [22] suggest that the
simplest extremal inequality after CHSH, the I3322 inequality
(first introduced in [23], its name refers to the fact it has
three settings and two outcomes per site), allows for a
surprisingly complex structure of the maximally violating
states.
We will use {Aj }j∈{1,2,3} and {Bk}k∈{1,2,3} to denote the
measurement operators for the first of the two possible
outcomes for Alice and Bob, respectively. Using the common
shorthands
〈AjBk〉 := 〈|Aj ⊗ Bk|〉, (2)
〈Aj 〉 := 〈|Aj ⊗ id|〉, (3)
〈Bk〉 := 〈|id ⊗ Bk|〉, (4)
we define
〈I3322〉 := −〈A2〉 − 〈B1〉 − 2〈B2〉 + 〈A1B1〉
+ 〈A1B2〉 + 〈A2B1〉 + 〈A2B2〉 − 〈A1B3〉
+ 〈A2B3〉 − 〈A3B1〉 + 〈A3B2〉. (5)
While for classical correlations we have
〈I3322〉  0, (6)
there exist measurements [24] such that using just one EPR
pair (i.e., |〉 = |2〉) one can get
〈I3322〉 = 14 . (7)
Yet the precise maximum of 〈I3322〉 over all quantum states
and measurements remains unknown. Numerical upper bounds
were obtained using a Semi-Definite Program (SDP) hierarchy
in [25]. This was followed by recent exhaustive numerical
investigations by Pa´l and Ve´rtesi [22] who report very
interesting results. Their experiments suggest that the optimum
violation of (6), even though it only involves a constant number
of settings and outcomes, might only be reached in infinite
dimension. Indeed, they find strategies obtaining a value of at
least 0.25084 . . . (matching the upper bound up to precision
10−7 in dimension ≈100), and moreover in their experiments
this value keeps increasing as the dimension of the strategies
is allowed to increase. Moreover, even though the observables
which achieve the maximum violation in a given dimension
have a rather simple and systematic form, the corresponding
state has an interesting distribution of Schmidt coefficients, and
it is quite far from the maximally entangled state. Their results,
however, provide no indication of whether similar violations
might be reached (perhaps at the price of increased dimension)
with much simpler entangled states, such as the maximally
entangled state.
B. Result
Our main result is that indeed the maximally entangled state
does not lead to optimal violation of the I3322 inequality. In
fact, a maximally entangled state of dimension d is no more
useful than one of dimension 2, that is, a single EPR pair. More
precisely, we show the following.
Theorem 1. For all dimensions d  0, and any observables,
using the maximally entangled state |〉 = |d〉 can lead to a
violation of at most
〈I3322〉  14 . (8)
Note that in contrast with previous work, (7) tells us that
a value of 1/4 can be attained using just one EPR pair,
and hence the maximally entangled state in any dimension
is no more powerful than the maximally entangled state
for d = 2.
Our result gives a strong demonstration that maximally
entangled states are not the most nonlocal. Recently a result
appeared [26] showing, among other things, that there also
exists Bell inequalities with two outcomes and two settings for
which the maximally entangled state is not optimal. Similar
results also follow from previous work [8,20,21]. However,
these inequalities are somewhat artificial (the motivation for
the work [26] is in a different context in which such inequalities
are indeed interesting); in particular it is known that they are
not extremal and one already knows [20,21] that an optimal
violation can always be reached with local dimension 2. Our
result contributes to the understanding of more complex Bell
inequalities by showing that a similar phenomenon arises
naturally and in a setting where using states of arbitrarily large
dimension can actually be helpful, but, as we show, maximally
entangled states themselves are not.
C. Generic states
Before embarking on our proof, it is worth pointing out
that there does in fact exist a generic family of states that
always allow us to obtain the maximum violation for any Bell
inequality. These states, however, exhibit less entanglement
than the maximally entangled state of the same dimension.
This “universal” family of states are known as embezzlement
states [27]. They previously played an important role in more
involved tasks in quantum information theory, namely the
so-called quantum reverse Shannon theorem [15,16], which
provided another example where the maximally entangled
state is not sufficient to achieve the corresponding channel
simulation result, but the universal embezzlement states are.
The key property of the d-dimensional embezzlement state
|d〉 that is used is that, for any pure state |〉, there exists d
and d ′ such that |d〉 ≈ |d ′ 〉 ⊗ |〉, where the equivalence
only requires the application of local unitaries on each system;
no communication is needed [27]. Since an embezzlement
state can be used to obtain any other pure state by local unitary
operations, it immediately follows that any Bell inequality
can be maximally violated by an embezzlement state (of
possibly higher dimension), as pointed out recently in [28].
This demonstrates that, even though in small dimensions it
might seem like every inequality has its own specialized
maximizing state, if one allows the dimension to grow larger,
then a simple class of states is sufficient to obtain maximal
violations.
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II. USING THE MAXIMALLY ENTANGLED STATE
We now give a detailed overview of the proof of our
main result (Theorem 1), relegating technical details to the
Appendices. Throughout we will refer to a particular choice
of measurements applied to the maximally entangled state as
a strategy. Since our game is binary, it is known that we may
assume without loss of generality (and without affecting the
underlying state) that the operators used by Alice and Bob
are projectors [29], Proposition 2], and we will denote them
by {Aj ,id − Aj } for Alice and {Bk,id − Bk} for Bob. We will
also refer to
ω := 〈I3322〉 (9)
as the value of a particular strategy. Our goal is to show thatω is
at most 1/4, irrespective of the dimension d. We first introduce
an important tool in our analysis, the CS decomposition of a
pair of projectors. This decomposition was also at the heart of
the results in [20,21], where it was used to handle the case of
only two observables per site.
The CS decomposition. Given a pair of d-dimensional
projectors P and Q, there exists an orthonormal basis in which
the two projectors are jointly block diagonal (see for instance
[30]). Moreover, the blocks can be either one-dimensional, in
which case P and Q either have a 0 or a 1 in that block,
or two-dimensional, in which case they can be written in
the form
P = 12
(1 − c −s
−s 1 + c
)
, (10)
Q = 12
(1 − c s
s 1 + c
)
(11)
for some coefficients c ∈ (−1,1) and s = √1 − c2. The angles
θ such that c = cos θ are called the principal angles between
the subspaces on which P and Q project.
Our proof proceeds in two steps. Step 1 is to show
that we can greatly simplify the form of Alice’s and Bob’s
measurement operators. The main idea is to show using the CS
decomposition that for any strategy maximizing (5) there exists
a basis in which all measurements are tridiagonal.2 This lets us
greatly reduce the number of parameters and give a relatively
simple analytic expression for the value ω of the strategy. Step
2 consists in upper bounding this simple expression using
standard analytic techniques.
A. Step 1: A simple joint normal form
This is arguably the most crucial step in our proof, as it lets
us show that a completely arbitrary strategy given by projectors
{Aj,Bk}j,k=1,...,3 can be put into a much simpler form without
decreasing its value. As we mentioned previously, the key
idea is to apply the CS decomposition twice, once to the pair
(A1,A2), and once to the pair (B1,B2). This results in two
2A matrix is tridiagonal if its only nonzero entries are on the main
diagonal and the two diagonals right above and under it.
orthonormal basesBA andBB such that the matrices of (A1,A2)
in BA are block diagonal, with blocks of the form (10) for A1
and (11) for A2, and similarly for (B1,B2) in BB . We number
the blocks of (A1,A2) using even indices 2, . . . ,d and call the
corresponding coefficients c2i ,s2i ; the blocks of (B1,B2) are
numbered using odd indices 1, . . . ,d + 1 and corresponding
coefficients c2i+1,s2i+1.
In general the bases BA and BB are unrelated, but we argue
that under the condition that the strategy maximizes (5) they
must in fact be permutations of one another. To see this, note
that (5) can be rewritten as
〈I3322〉 = 〈A1 + A2,B1 + B2〉 + 〈A2 − A1,B3〉
+ 〈A3,B2 − B1〉 − 〈A2,id〉 − 〈id,B1〉 − 2〈id,B2〉,
(12)
where
〈A,B〉 = 1
d
Tr(AT B) (13)
and we used that if |〉 is the maximally entangled state then
〈|A ⊗ B|〉 = 〈A,B〉. (14)
Note that since theAj operators always appear on the left of the
tensor product (Alice’s side), we will henceforth argue about
ATj rather than Aj , omitting the transpose sign for simplicity
of notation. For the moment let us ignore the contribution of
the last three terms in (12). Observe that A3 (respectively B3)
only appears in the term 〈A3,B2 − B1〉 (〈A2 − A1,B3〉). When
maximizing over A3 it is thus clear that the optimal choice
is to make A3 the projector onto the positive eigenspace of
B2 − B1 (B3 to project on the positive eigenspace of A2 − A1).
This in particular implies that the value of those two terms is
independent of the choice of BB (BA). Hence the choice of the
bases BA, BB only bears influence on the value of the first term
in (12).
Let us now examine the first term. Note that the precise form
(10), (11) in which we wrote the CS decomposition ensures that
A1 + A2 is diagonal in BA (B1 + B2 in BB). It is well known
(see Claim 6 in the Appendices) that 〈A1 + A2,B1 + B2〉 is
maximized whenever the vectors in BB are a permutation
of those in BA. It follows that for the optimal choice of
basesA1 + A2 andB1 + B2 will necessarily be simultaneously
diagonal.
However, this does not necessarily imply that the blocks of
(A1,A2) are aligned with those of (B1,B2), as corresponding
pairs of basis vectors need not match. In fact, if they did
then it is not hard to see that the strategy would be reduced
to a convex combination of two-dimensional strategies, which
would conclude our proof. Nevertheless, by a simple argument
we can show that without loss of generality the blocks are
simply “shifted”: there exists an ordering ofBA = {e1, . . . ,ed}
such that if the blocks of (A1,A2) correspond to pairs
(e1,e2),(e3,e4), . . . then those of (B1,B2) can be seen to
correspond to pairs (ed,e1),(e2,e3), . . ..
The exact form we obtain for the strategies is given in
Definition 4 in the Appendices, and gaps in the argument above
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are filled in the proof of Lemma 5, which can informally be
summarized as follows.
Lemma 2 (Lemma 5, informal). There exists a basis
(e1, . . . ,ed ) in which
(1) (A1,A2,B3) [respectively (B1,B2,A3)] are jointly block
diagonal.
(2) The blocks corresponding to each of these decompo-
sitions are shifted: blocks of (A1,A2,B3) correspond to pairs
(e2i−1,e2i), while blocks of (A1,A2,B3) correspond to pairs
(e2i ,e2i+1).
(3) The blocks of (A1,A2) are of the form (10), (11)
with coefficients (c2i ,s2i), i = 1, . . . ,d/2, while those of
(B1,B2) are of the same form with corresponding coefficients
(c2i+1,s2i+1), i = 0, . . . ,d/2 − 1.
B. Step 2: The value of a strategy in joint normal form
Once we have found a nice basis in which to express all
observables appearing in the strategy, it should appear as no
surprise that the value of (5) should be easily expressible as
a function of the coefficients (ci)i=1,...,d , since these are the
only free parameters left in our choice of strategy. In fact, after
fixing coefficients ci where i is even, it is not hard to determine
the optimal choice of coefficients ci for odd i. This reduces
the size of our problem to the d/2 parameters c2, . . . ,cd .
One can then show that the strategy has the following value
(cf. Lemma 8 for a more precise statement):
ω = 1
d
d/2∑
i=1
f (c2i−1,c2i+1) + c1 − cd+12d , (15)
where
f (x,y) =
√
(x + y)2 + 1 + 12
√
1 − x2 + 12
√
1 − y2 − 2.
We have thus rephrased the problem of maximizing 〈I3322〉 over
all strategies in terms of maximizing ω over all admissible
coefficients (c2i−1)i=1,...,d/2+1. To prove our claim it only
remains to prove an upper bound on ω, which can be
done using standard analytical techniques provided in the
Appendices.
Lemma 3. Let c2i−1 ∈ [−1,1] for i = 1, . . . ,d/2 + 1. Then
the expression ω = ω(ci) in (15) is upper bounded by 14 .
III. CONCLUSION AND OPEN QUESTIONS
We have provided a concrete example of a simple inequality
for which it can be shown that the maximally entangled
state of any dimension is not the most nonlocal state. An
interesting question, already asked in [22], is whether one can
show that optimal violation of the I3322 inequality requires a
state of infinite dimension. This is strongly suggested by the
strategies found numerically by Pa´l and Ve´rtesi, which, even
though they are based on an entangled state which is very
far from the maximally entangled state, have a matrix form
which is quite similar to the one in Def. 4. Extending our
argument to show that Alice and Bob’s measurements always
have this form, even when they do not use the maximally
entangled state, would be a big step toward proving that no
finite-dimensional strategy is optimal [31]. This would not only
have very interesting consequences for our understanding of
Bell inequalities, but also for the optimization of polynomials
with noncommutative variables. In particular, it would imply
that the SDP hierarchies suggested in [25,32,33] only converge
in the limit of infinitely many levels, which is an open problem
even outside the realm of quantum information.
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APPENDIX A: A JOINT NORMAL FORM FOR
STRATEGIES USING THE MAXIMALLY
ENTANGLED STATE
The goal of this Appendix is to prove Lemma 5 which
shows that any optimal strategy must have a certain simple
joint normal form. Before we define it precisely, note that in
order for the strategy {Aj,Bk}j,k=1,...,3 to be optimal, for a
fixed choice of {Bk}, it is necessary that the operators {Aj } be
chosen so as to maximize
〈|A1 ⊗ (B1 + B2 − B3)|〉, (A1)
〈|A2 ⊗ (B1 + B2 + B3 − id)|〉, (A2)
〈|A3 ⊗ (B2 − B1)|〉, (A3)
while for fixed {Aj }, the {Bk} should maximize
〈|B1 ⊗ (A1 + A2 − A3 − id)|〉, (A4)
〈|B2 ⊗ (A1 + A2 + A3 − 2id)|〉, (A5)
〈|B3 ⊗ (A2 − A1)|〉. (A6)
Since |〉 is the maximally entangled state, for any A and B
we have 〈|A ⊗ B|〉 = 1
d
Tr(ABT ) =: 〈A,B〉, where 〈·,·〉
denotes the real Hilbert-Schmidt matrix inner product. To
simplify notation, and since the Aj operators always appear
on the left of the tensor product (Alice’s side), we will
argue about ATj rather than Aj , omitting the transpose sign.
Hence given for instance B1,B2, and B3, the A1 maximizing
(A1) is simply the projector on the positive eigenspace of
B1 + B2 − B3. In particular, if B1, B2, and B3 have a joint
block diagonalization this will be reflected in B1 + B2 − B3
and hence in A1. This observation, combined with the CS
decomposition for a pair of projectors, will let us find a simple
joint form for all the Aj and Bk , as explicited in the following
definition.
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Definition 4. For any c ∈ [−1,1] let s = √1 − c2 and define
the two-dimensional projectors
P1(c) := 12
(
1 − c −s
−s 1 + c
)
, (A7)
P2(c) := 12
(
1 − c s
s 1 + c
)
, (A8)
P3 := 12
(
1 1
1 1
)
. (A9)
We say that d-dimensional projectors {Aj ,Bk} are in joint
normal form if there exists a basis of Cd such that either
(1) For even dimensions d there exist reals ci ∈ [−1,1],
i = 1, . . . ,d + 1 such that:
(a) A1 (respectively A2) is block diagonal with blocks L2i1 =
P1(c2i) [L2i2 = P2(c2i)], i = 1, . . . ,d/2.
(b) B3 is block diagonal with blocks all identical to P3.
(c) B1 (B2) is block diagonal, with the first block R11 (R12)
one dimensional equal to ( 1−c12 ), the following d/2 − 1
blocks R2i+11 = P1(−c2i+1) [R2i+12 = P2(−c2i+1)], i =
1, . . . ,d/2 − 1, and the last block Rd+11 = ( 1−cd+12 )
[Rd+12 = ( 1−cd+12 )].(d) A3 is block diagonal with its first block one dimensional
equal to (1), the following blocks all identical to P3, and
the last block one dimensional equal to (1).
(2) For odd dimensions d there exist reals ci ∈ [−1,1], i =
1, . . . ,d + 1 such that:
(a) A1 (A2) is block diagonal with (d − 1)/2 two-dimensional
blocks L2i1 = P1(c2i) [L2i2 = P2(c2i)], i = 1, . . . ,
(d − 1)/2, and a final one dimensional block Ld+11 =
( 1−cd+12 ) [Ld+12 = ( 1−cd+12 )].(b) B3 is block diagonal with the first (d − 1)/2 blocks all
identical to P3, and the last one one dimensional equal to
(1).
(c) B1 (B2) is block diagonal with an initial one-dimensional
block R11 = ( 1−c12 ) [R12 = ( 1−c12 )] and the following (d −
1)/2 blocks R2i+11 = P1(−c2i+1) [R2i+12 = P2(−c2i+1),
i = 1, . . . ,(d − 1)/2].
(d) A3 is block diagonal, with the first one-dimensional block
equal to (1), and all following blocks identical to P3.
Or the same as above, but with the roles of {A1,A2,B3} and
{B1,B2,A3} exchanged.
The main lemma of this section is the following:
Lemma 5. Suppose A1,A2,A3 and B1,B2,B3 are six
d-dimensional projectors achieving the maximum of (5) over
all d-dimensional strategies using the maximally entangled
state |〉. Then there is a d ′  d, and a d ′-dimensional
strategy in joint normal form which achieves a value at least
as large as that of {Aj,Bk}.
Proof. Apply the CS decomposition to A1 and A2, resulting
in a joint block-diagonalization basis {|ei〉}i , and to B1 and B2,
resulting in {|fi〉}i . We first show that we may take {|ei〉} =
{|fi〉} without lowering the value of the strategy.
As we already noted, the optimal choice for A3 (B3) is the
projector on the positive eigenspace of B2 − B1 (A2 − A1).
This implies that the value of (A3) does not depend on the
choice of basis {|ei〉}, but only on the eigenvalues of B2 − B1.
Hence of all the terms in (5), the only ones whose value
depends on the choice of the bases {|ei〉} and {|fi〉} can be
grouped together as 〈|(A1 + A2) ⊗ (B1 + B2)|〉.
Claim 6. Let |〉 = 1√
d
∑
i |i〉|i〉, and A =
∑
i αi |ui〉〈ui |
and B = ∑i βi |vi〉〈vi | positive. Then the expression〈|A ⊗ B|〉 is maximized when the |ui〉,|vi〉 are a
permutation of the Schmidt basis of |〉.
Proof. For any two matrices A,B we have
〈|A ⊗ B|〉 = 1
d
Tr(AT B). Note that AT has the same
eigenvalues as A. We then have by [[34], Lemma IV.11] that
there exists a permutation π ∈ Sd such that
1
d
tr(AT B) 
d∑
j=1
λAπ(j )λ
B
j , (A10)
where λA1 , . . . ,λAd and λB1 , . . . ,λBd are the eigenvalues of A
and B, respectively. 
Given our specific choice of basis for the block diagonal-
ization, we have that A1 + A2 (B1 + B2) is diagonal in the
basis {|ei〉} ({|fi〉}), hence Claim 6 shows that these two bases
may be taken equal (up to permutation) without lowering the
value of the strategy.
We call a strategy given by projectors {Aj ,Bk}j,k ir-
reducible if it cannot be decomposed as a direct sum of
lower-dimensional strategies. We show that any irreducible
strategy has the form described in Definition 4.
Claim 7. Suppose {Aj,Bj } is irreducible. If d is even, then
either all blocks of the joint decomposition of {A1,A2,B3}
and {B1,B2,A3} are two dimensional, or {A1,A2,B3} have
exactly two one-dimensional blocks and {B1,B2,A3} none
(or vice versa). If d is odd, then each of {A1,A2,B3}
and {B1,B2,A3} have exactly one common one-dimensional
block.
Proof. We treat the case of even dimension, the odd-
dimensional case being analogous. Reason by contradiction
and first assume, for example, that {A1,A2,B3} each have
more than two one-dimensional blocks in their joint block
diagonalization. We show that there is a nontrivial subspace
stabilized by all operators {Aj,Bk}, contradicting the strategy’s
irreducibility.
Let |e1〉 be the vector corresponding to a one-dimensional
block of {A1,A2,B3}. Since the {|fi〉} are a permutation of
{|ei〉}, there exists an i1 such that |fi1〉 = |e1〉. There are two
possibilities for |fi1〉: either it is a joint eigenvector of B1,B2,
and A3 (i.e., it corresponds to a one-dimensional block in
their joint block diagonalization), or there exists an index
i2 such that Span{|fi1〉,|fi2〉} is left invariant by the action
of B1,B2, and A3 (i.e., it corresponds to a two-dimensional
block). In the first case we have already found a strict
subspace Span{|e1〉} stabilized by all {Aj ,Bk}. In the second
case we can iterate this procedure, assuming without loss of
generality that |e2〉 = |fi2〉. There are again two cases: either
|e2〉 corresponds to a one-dimensional block of {A1,A2,B3},
in which case Span{|e1〉,|e2〉} is a nontrivial stable subspace,
or there is a vector |e3〉 such that (|e2〉,|e3〉) corresponds to a
two-dimensional block of {A1,A2,B3}. We will then find an i3
such that |fi3〉 = |e3〉, and so on.
In all cases the process must end as soon as one of the
vectors |ek〉 encountered corresponds to a one-dimensional
block of {A1,A2,B3}. Given our assumption that there were
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three or more such blocks, we have found a strict subspace
stabilized by all {Aj,Bk}, contradicting the irreducibility
assumption. 
As a consequence of Claim 7, we can block diagonalize the
pair of projectors (A1,A2) with blocks
L2i1 = 12
(
1 − c2i −s2i
−s2i 1 + c2i
)
, (A11)
L2i2 = 12
(
1 − c2i s2i
s2i 1 + c2i
)
, (A12)
where c2i ∈ (−1,1) and s2i =
√
1 − c22i , together possibly with
an initial and final one-dimensional blocks, depending on the
parity of the dimension.
In the definition of a normal form we also require the one-
dimensional blocks to have the same coefficients for both A1
andA2, which is is easily seen to hold without loss of generality
from the optimality of the strategy {Aj ,Bk}. Indeed, let i be
the index of such a block, corresponding to vector |ei〉; A1
and A2 are necessarily chosen so as to maximize the value
of (A1) and (A2), respectively, and the coefficient in front of
(A1)i,i and (A2)i,i will be the same in both equations, so that
the optimal choice is the same. Similarly, the matrices (B1,B2)
can be block diagonalized with blocks:
R2i+11 = 12
(
1 + c2i+1 −s2i+1
−s2i+1 1 − c2i+1
)
, (A13)
R2i+12 = 12
(
1 + c2i+1 s2i+1
s2i+1 1 − c2i+1
)
. (A14)
Finally, it is easy to infer from (A3) [(A6)] the necessary form
of A3 (B3): indeed, it is simply the projector on the positive
eigenspace of B2 − B1 (A2 − A1), which is a block P3 when-
ever B1,B2 (A1,A2) have a common two-dimensional block,
and a block (1) whenever B1,B2 (A1,A2) have a common
one-dimensional block. 
APPENDIX B: THE VALUE OF A STRATEGY IN JOINT
NORMAL FORM
In this Appendix we derive an expression for the value ob-
tained in (5) for any strategy in joint normal form (Lemma 8),
and then show how it can be upper bounded by analytical
techniques (Lemma 10).
Lemma 8. Suppose {Aj,Bk} is a strategy in joint normal
form, described by a certain block structure and corresponding
sequence of coefficients ci . Then the value of (5) for this
strategy for even dimensions d is given by
ω = 1
d
d/2∑
i=1
f (c2i−1,c2i+1) + c1 − cd+12d , (B1)
and for odd dimension d by
ω = 1
d
(d−1)/2∑
i=1
f (c2i−1,c2i+1)
+ 1
d
(
cd cd+1 + c1 − cd+12 − 1 +
1
2
√
1 − c2d
)
, (B2)
where
f (x,y) =
√
(x + y)2 + 1 + 12
√
1 − x2 + 12
√
1 − y2 − 2.
(B3)
Proof. We treat the cases of even and odd dimension
separately.
(a) d even. In that case we know that the block diagonaliza-
tion of either {A1,A2,B3} or {B1,B2,A3} contains exactly two
one-dimensional blocks, while the other contains none. We
assume that {B1,B2,A3} has no one-dimensional blocks; the
other case is treated symmetrically. In this case we can write
A2 = 12
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 − c2 s2 0 0 · · ·
s2 1 + c2 0 0 · · ·
0 0 1 − c4 s4 · · ·
0 0 s4 1 + c4 · · ·
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (B4)
B2 = 12
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 − c1 0 0 0 · · ·
0 1 + c3 s3 0 · · ·
0 s3 1 − c3 0 · · ·
0 0 0 1 + c5 · · ·
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
.
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
, (B5)
where A1 and B1 are identical to A2 and B2, respectively,
but have their off-diagonal elements negated, and
c1,cd+1 ∈ {−1,1}.
Fixing the coefficients of B1 and B2, we can derive
constraints on those of A1 and A2 from the constraint that
they should be chosen so as to maximize (A1) and (A2). The
two equations are similar; let us look at (A2). Its value can be
calculated as
1
d
∑
i,j
(A2)i,j [(B1)i,j + (B2)i,j + (B3)i,j − δi,j ]
= 1
d
d/2∑
i=1
{
1
2
(
1 − c2i
) [(1 − c2i−1) + 12 − 1
]
+1
2
(
1 + c2i
) [(1 + c2i+1) + 12 − 1
]}
+ 1
d
d/2∑
i=1
s2i
2
= 1
d
d/2∑
i=1
[
1 − c2i
2
(
1
2
− c2i−1
)
+ 1 + c2i
2
(
1
2
+ c2i+1
)
+ s2i
2
]
. (B6)
Setting τ2i = (c2i−1 + c2i+1)/2 for a fixed c2i−1,c2i+1 the
choice of c2i which maximizes (B6) is c2i = 2τ2i (4τ 22i +
1)−1/2, which gives a value of 1
d
∑d/2
i=1
√
4τ 22i + 1/2 + 1/2 +
(c2i+1 − c2i−1)/2 for (A2). (A1) is maximized for the same
choice of coefficients, and has exactly the same value.
Concerning (A3), we find that its value is simply
1
d
∑
i,j
(A3)i,j [(B2)i,j − (B1)i,j ] = 1
d
d/2−1∑
i=1
s2i+1. (B7)
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Combining (A1), (A2), and (A3), and subtracting
(1/d)[Tr(B1) + 2Tr(B2)], we obtain the value of (5), which
is thus
ω = 1
d
d/2∑
i=1
[
√
(c2i−1 + c2i+1)2 + 1 + 1]
+ 1
d
(cd+1 − c1) + 1
d
d/2−1∑
i=1
√
1 − c22i+1
− 3
(
1
2
+ cd+1 − c1
2d
)
, (B8)
where we replaced s2i+1 =
√
1 − c22i+1. Using the definition
of f , this can be rewritten as
ω = 1
d
d/2∑
i=1
f (c2i−1,c2i+1) + c1 − cd+12d .
(b) d odd. In that case, each of {A1,A2,B3} and {B1,B2,A3}
must have a one-dimensional block in their joint block
diagonalization; say that the one for {A1,A2,B3} is the last
block while the one for {B1,B2,A3} is the first block. We can
proceed exactly as above to evaluate the value of this strategy
under the condition that it is optimal and hence maximizes
(A1)–(A3), which lets us express the even coefficients c2i as
a function of the odd ones c2i+1. Omitting a few calculations
very similar to the ones we performed in the even-dimensional
case, we obtain the value of this solution as
ω = 1
d
(d−1)/2∑
i=1
[
√
(c2i−1 + c2i+1)2 + 1 + 1]
+ 1
d
(cd − c1) + 1
d
(1 − cd+1)
(
1
2
− cd
)
+ 1
d
(d−1)/2∑
i=1
√
1 − c22i+1 − 3
(
1
2
− c1
2d
)
(B9)
= 1
d
(d−1)/2∑
i=1
(ai − 2) (B10)
+ 1
d
(
cd cd+1 + c1 − cd+12 − 1 +
1
2
√
1 − c2d
)
. 
It now remains to bound ω. The following claim, proven in
Sec. II, will be useful.
Claim 9. Let f (x,y) =
√
(x + y)2 + 1 + √1 − x2/2 +√
1 − y2/2 − 2 be defined on [−1,1]2. Then
(1) The maximum of f (a,b) + f (b,c) over all a,b,c ∈
[−1,1]2 such that a + b  0 and b + c  0 is less than 0.244.
(2) The maximum of f (1,b) + f (b,c) over all b,c ∈
[−1,1]2 such that 1 + b  0 and b + c  0 is less than 0.103.
(3) The maximum of f (a,1) over all a ∈ [−1,1] is less than
0.368.
Lemma 10. Let ci ∈ [−1,1] for i = 1, . . . ,d + 1. Then the
expression ω = ω(ci) in both (B1) and (B2) is upper bounded
by 14 .
Proof. First note that the maximum value of the expression
cd cd+1 + c1−cd+12 − 1 + 12
√
1 − c2d over all c1,cd+1 ∈ {−1,1}
and cd ∈ [−1,1] is less than 1/4, hence (B2) is always
lower than (B1). Hence it is sufficient to show that ω =
1
d
∑d/2
i=1 f (c2i−1,c2i+1) + c1−cd+12d is upper bounded by 1/4,
for any even d and (c2, . . . ,cd ) ∈ [−1,1]d−1 and c1,cd+1 ∈
{−1,1}.
It is easy to verify that f (x,y)  1/2 on the square (x,y) ∈
[−1,1]2. Unfortunately, the extra term c1−cd+12d potentially
induces an additive 1/d, so that it is not so immediate to bound
ω. Note that we can assume that c1 = 1 and cd+1 = −1, since
otherwise the bound follows trivially from the upper bound on
f (x,y)  1/2.
Given the value of c1 and cd+1, there must exist an i such
that c2i−1 + c2i+1  0 and c2i+1 + c2i+3  0; let i0 be the first
such i. We distinguish four cases, depending on the value of i0.
(1) If d = 4, one gets that f (1,c3) + f (c3, − 1) < 0.
Adding (c1 − cd+1)/8, one can see that ω < 1/4. We assume
d > 4 for the remaining cases.
(2) If i0 = 1, we can use the second bound in Claim 9 to
bound f (c1,c3) + f (c3,c5) by 0.103, since c1 = 1. In this case
the value of f (c1,c3) + f (c3,c5) + f (cd−1,cd+1) is at most
0.103 + 0.368 < 0.5. Adding 1 = (c1 − cd+1)/2 and dividing
by d, we see that ω < 1/4 irrespective of the value of the other
ci [recall that f (x,y)  1/4 for all (x,y)].
(3) If i0 = d/2 − 1, the same bound can be obtained by
symmetry.
(4) Otherwise 1 < i0 < d/2 − 1, in which case by using
the first and last bounds from Claim 9 we see that the value of
f (c1,c3) + f (c2i−1,c2i+1) + f (c2i+1,c2i+3) + f (cd−1,cd+1) is
at most 0.244 + 2 · 0.368 < 1. Again adding 1 = (c1 −
cd+1)/2 and dividing by d, one sees that ω < 1/4 irrespective
of the value of the other ci . 
APPENDIX C: DETAILS OF CLAIM 9
We now provide the details of Claim 9. To find the
claimed upper bounds we use a well-established optimization
technique based on a hierarchy of semidefinite programs
(SDPs) backed by the real Positivstellensatz [35,36]. More
specifically, if t denotes a claimed upper bound, our goal will
be to show that for any variables a, b, and c satisfying the
constraints we have t − h(a,b,c)  0, where h(a,b,c) denotes
the function we wish to optimize in case 1, 2, or 3. To this end
we will first rewrite any terms involving
√· in the function
h(a,b,c) in terms of additional variables. Second, we will use
polynomial optimization techniques from [35,36] to obtain the
bound t . This is exactly analogous to the techniques established
in quantum information to obtain bounds on quantum violation
of Bell inequalities [25,32,33].
We would like to emphasize that, whereas semidefinite
programming, as for example performed in Matlab, is a
numerical technique, if a bound t is obtained at level  of
the SDP hierarchy then it is in principle possible to extract an
analytical proof that t is an upper bound on the corresponding
expression h from the numerics. That is, we do not rely on
any heuristic optimization methods that are not guaranteed to
provide a rigorous bound.
1. Case 3
For completeness we provide a brief informal sketch of this
method for case 3; details can be found in [35,36], or in the
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dual view of the SDP, as explained in this survey [37]. First of
all, substituting
x2 := (a + 1)2 + 1 = a2 + 2a + 2, (C1)
z2 := 1 − a2, (C2)
our goal of showing that t = 0.368 is an upper bound to f (a,1)
can be restated as showing that we have
t  x + 12z − 2
whenever
x2 = a2 + 2a + 1,
z2 = 1 − a2,
−1  a  1.
For simplicity we will without loss of generality ignore the last
constraint. Now note that if we were able to find polynomials
t1 and t2 in variables x, z, and a such that
p := t − (x + 12z − 2)− t1(a2 + 2a + 2 − x2)
− t2(1 − a2 − z2) = s0, (C3)
where s0 is a polynomial in x, z and a which is a sum of squares,
then for any variables satisfying the desired constraints t −
(x + 12z − 2)  0 since s0 is always positive. Our goal can
thus be rephrased as searching for suitable polynomials t1 and
t2 such that we can rewrite the resulting polynomial as a sum of
squares. Very intuitively, level  of the SDP hierarchy searches
for such polynomials up to degree 2 by searching for a matrix
Q such that Q  0 and for v = (1,a,x,z, . . .) being the
vector of all possible monomials up to degree  where we have
v
†
Qv = p. To convince ourselves, note that this means we
search for Q  0 such that
t − (x + 12z − 1) = v†Qv + t1(a2 + 2a + 2 − x2)
+ t2(1 − a2 − z2) (C4)
and thus for variables satisfying the constraints
t − (x + 12z − 1) = v†Qv, (C5)
which is clearly positive. The actual sums of squares poly-
nomials s0 can be obtained from Q by diagonalizing Q =
U †DU where U is unitary and D is a diagonal matrix.
Since D only has positive entries (Q  0), we obtain that
s0 =
∑
j dj (Uv)†j (Uv)j is indeed a sum of squares.
It turns out that for case 3 we can already find such a matrix
Q at level  = 0 of the SDP, that is, t1,t2 ∈ R are simply
scalars. To see how this works explicitly, let us first rewrite the
polynomials above in terms of matrices. Let
M0 :=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
−2 12 14 0
1
2 0 0 0
1
4 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (C6)
M1 :=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 −1 0
0 0 0 −1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (C7)
M2 :=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
2 0 0 1
0 −1 0 0
0 0 0 0
1 0 0 1
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ , (C8)
T :=
⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝
t 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠ . (C9)
Clearly for
v := (1 x z a)T (C10)
we have
v†M0v = x + 12z − 2, (C11)
v†M1v = 1 − a2 − z2, (C12)
v†M2v = a2 + 2a + 2 − x2. (C13)
From the numerical solutions obtained by Matlab with Se-
DuMi [38] and YALMIP [39], we can guess an analytical
solution given by
t1 = 0.51, (C14)
t2 = 0.24, (C15)
t = 0.368 (C16)
for which we can easily verify that
Q0 := S − M0 − t1M1 − t2M2  0, (C17)
which concludes our claim.
2. Cases 1 and 2
The bounds for cases 1 and 2 are obtained analogously. The
only difference is that we have to deal with more variables.
Again we first introduce auxiliary variables to eliminate terms
containing √ . We then search for suitable polynomials like t1
and t2 above. Unlike for the simple case 3, the desired bounds
are not obtained at level  = 0 of the hierarchy. However, they
are already found at level  = 1, and an analytical solution
can again be extracted. Yet, since at level  = 1 we observe
polynomials of degree up to 2 in both the original and the
auxiliary variables (in total 6 for case 2, and 8 for case 1) the
resulting problem is already rather large (involving matrices
of size 82 × 82 for case 1). We do not include these matrices
here, but the Matlab scripts that can be used to extract the
analytical values are available upon request.
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